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A small team working to make a big

difference



 Achievements 
Placed 2nd in both
Climate Action and
Entrepreneurship
challenges in our group
at Regionals 2021
Made our first impact
with Ra Solutions  
Received the Jeanne
Sauvé Global Project
Accelerator 

O U R  C L U B

Total Volunteer hours Total Members

1400+12

Number of Projects

2



COVID Response 

Ra Solutions has been Enactus BCIT’s capstone
project for the last few years and has seen great
progress in the past year. Ra Solutions is a solar
dehydrator that allows farmers to dehydrate
otherwise wasted produce and sell it back into
their local markets. This enables them to create a
secondary revenue stream. These dehydrators
function using only the power of the sun and can
be used in warm climates where there is
adequate sunshine. 

We plan to sell the dehydrators to our NGO
partners in developing countries who will be able
to subsidize the cost and distribute them to
farmers.

Ra Solution has seen its first
real-world impact with its
testing in Guatemala. Denis,
the co-owner of Seeds to
Harvest was recently the first
person we could expose our
dehydrator to! He learned
how to use it and tested its
effectiveness by dehydrating
various products in the local
climate. From this, we have
some minor changes to
implement and we are ready
to re-test and manufacture!

Created an instruction
manual 
Made drawings for
commercial
manufacturing

With travel on hold and
barriers to getting work done
in person, Enactus BCIT
worked on elements of the
project that could be done
remotely while still working
towards our goals. 

R A  S O L U T I O N S  

About

What's New 

Seeds to Harvest is a charity
currently working out of
Guatemala that provides food to
struggling groups like orphanages
and public schools.



erth is a website for consumers to find local,
sustainable brands and products. The platform
adds value for entrepreneurs, as well as
consumers, by creating a community for
sustainable purchasing. 

The website will feature sustainable brands and
products that have been evaluated by our team to
ensure all products align with the UN sustainability
initiatives for responsible consumption. Once we
have an established portfolio of brands featured on
the site, we will look to monetize through affiliate
links and paid features. 

We are currently in the early phases of this project
but are really excited about the potential. The soft
launch for the site is expected to be on May 15th,
2021. 

Thank you to all our Partners/Sponsors 

E R T H  

The vision

The Team

Noah Jensen 
Founder 

Brendan Banks
Marketing 

Ruby Dale
Public Relations 

Nic Candelara 
UX Design 

erth's platform will feature
products from categories such as
apparel, household, and personal
hygiene. erth will connect
consumers to sustainable
businesses and act as a way for
sustainable entrepreneurs to
connect with one another.


